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•I,-Introduction
. " An instructable robot is one that accepts histructioli in some natural language such as Ei,glisll and uses l.hnl,

/ instruction to extend its basic repertoh'eof actions. Sncii robots are quite differentillCOliccptiolirfClll

autonomously intelligentrobots, which provide the in)lJctusfor intichof the research on hlfer"nce:ui,l
pbmning in artificial intelligence. 'i'4iii.llil_l_ e×alnhlc_'_he significant problem areas _ hi the ics g i of

/ r°b°ts that learn fr°m verbal instructi°n" _Examples arc draw" prhnarily fr°m °ur e"rfer w°rk '"_";"'hlstructablerobots _t-_,i])and recent work Oli the Robotic Aid for the pllysicallydisablet_+[r7._ ,__._•-

_A_-4ita_A-_ar_-ei_quj`r-_L-hi-_e_gtj(._'_P_-W_i_h:_°aJjisc_i_n`_'_f`j_atura_-_an_na_e understandhig by lllacbill ¢',';-/# hi

Scte_i.OAll_._r__a-tn4iie-tlle possibilitics and [huit.q of verbal histruction. %V.e_r,_r.jl_i._Ji_C_il._.l,thecore luollh'ul of
verbal histruction, namely, how to achieve spccific concrete action hi the robot hi re.spouse to eOlUlli;ulds tlmt

• , • .° j , . .

express general intentio,m._ The-_fina[Jet_,_-o.[flhoe.<P.aper,-.__ti°n `A'_'_m4"tes t_,,, {najor.ch.,llengesto
mstructahility: achieving _ppropriate real-time behavior in the robot, and extending the robot s |angu._g-

\

capabilities• , ,. _ " , _ ._'
• i . ':+-? * ' - ' •

.\

..... 2. Interpr_c_ting commands in COlll;ext

Our work Oll the\ipterprctation of natural-language colnulands rests Oli the assilinptioli that Illaliy English

conlnlan_Js can be i_Itecisely interpreted only in the actual situation in which they are issued ill. Solne

examples are straight]_o_.ward, Go to the chair, for instance. When there is .too, re .tl:,:,l o,l.c.chalr ui ihc

surroundings, which chai_i.s being referred to? If only one chan" is within tlte robot s llel(I o/ vision, lio_c,_l,
.\

that chair may in many clrcu.mstances be taken as the correct referent of the chair. Another straightforward

example, this time at both th"e_.syntactic and the lexical level, is the command Move the cup to tile right of

the spoon. This command is a_h_guous in that to the right of the spoon may indicate whi, h cup,s to be

moved or where some cup is to 5e_moved to. Furthermore, right of may be interpreted relativ, to the

speaker, the robot, or the spoon itself(taking it to face away from its handle). "the topic of the previous

discourse can help disambiguate the colXn(nand, as can the actual arrangement of cups and spoons. If earlier

coniinands _i,ave clearly established tll_,x_oboCs point o1" view ms pre-eluhlcnt, that cni_. sil_gcst an

interpretation for rig/it of.

A third example, discussed in more detail, reve'_ls the ways in which a robot must exploit the context in

which a command is given to interpret that command. Of particular importance is I.hc perceptual ._ituation,

by which we mean those aspects of the physical environment accessible to the robot through its sensory

apparatus. Our example shows how the perceptual situation contributes to the precise interpretation of the

word next.



Tile intuitive idea behind the semantics of nezt can best be understood if we talk about the next x, where z

may, for example, be chair, table, or wooden chair. W.hen we say the nezt x, we are referriug to the first z,

by some ordering relation, relative to some present reference entity. Three things have to be fixed by the
context for tile iuterpretation of this word: the ordering relatiou, tile class of x-type entities front which one

will be selected, and some eneompa._ing class of entities which are ordered by the relation. This

encompv.._ing cla._ u|ust be specified because it makes perfect sense to talk about the ilext x even when the

present reference entity is not itself an x. A clear example is giveu by the cohos cmtdator of Maas and Suppes

which accepts instruction in elementary mathematics ([2]-[,I]}. In the usual contexts of use for next, the robot

has been, and is expected to continue, scanning down a eolunm. Thus for most uses of next i,t tile arithmetic

instruction context, the orderiug relation required by next is giveu by the relation vertically below, a strict

partial ordering on the perceptual objects (the digits and blank spaces of au arithnsetic exercise) such that

each perceptual object that has a successor has a unique immediate-successor by this relation and similarly [or

predecessor. Suppose the robot is focused on the blank space at the top of the tens colunsu of an arithmetic

exercise. That blauk space plays tile role of tile reference entity for the interpretath,n of ,¢:_:1 ill the lstsr_e

the t_c.t:t lsuolbcr. [;or that blank space to function as tile refc|'enee entity for ,e.tt sllllt_b_'l', both the digits

(mnnbcrs) aud the blank spaces must stand in the relation :.._rtleally below.

The perceptual situation will not always Itave to yiehl tile semantically inqtert.ant i,l'ormAtiou f.r _lc:rl. 'l'h,'._

may be set. explicitly by the verbal conunand. Consider, for iust:lnce, the colnmand C:hoo._r the ,cxl i_ersotl in

order of hci,lht _*ilere the ordering relation is giveu by tl'_ phrase iu order of h,'igllt. In the absence of such

explicit direel;..as,.howeve,', rise perceptual situation impos,.s its own choice _ffc, dcrin.: rclatims, l:or

htsl,auce, SUl,p<_._e t!w robot is ill a room coutaiuiilg ten chairs arranged iu a r.w. 'l'h:_,, very ;u'r:u_genllent _J

ohjects will tend to est:_blish an ordering relatiou for sentences iu which the adjective ,e:cl qualifies tlse n(mu

chair. If rile robot we, e positioned alongside the secolld chair, f`aciug dowu the l'<nv towards she tl,ird chair,

.'llltl if therc hild [)Celt lit.} prior discourse, the eonlu|and G'o to tile leext chair would iwobably he ild.,.t'preted ,as

a eoiinnat_d to luove to the tlfird chair. It is clear that the apl_ropriate o,'(h.,'ing r,_lalion must not only be

available pe,'ceptually (or by some other means such _m mcmoi'y), it must ;_lso I)e c_stablished ms a focus of

atteutiou. If the robot ha.s no ability to adduce an ordering relatiou fi'o,u the lwrCCl_t,ual situation, the first

time the adjective _te.et is used to refer to objects of a certain type, the robot inu.st q.e,'y the user fl)r help in

f x lg au ordering that in known to it, which should subsequeutly be used ;_s t,l,: dei':_l,lt unless explicit

instructioa changes it..

Somel, imes two of the three contextual factors required by ucxt are set cxplicit.ly hy the. co,re,sand. Consider

the room contaiuil,g ouly the row of chairs again, with the agent at the second chair in the r_w. Suppose the

agent, were being instructed to clean the wooden chairs by applying a furniture polish, aml tl,e row included

I.,',vt_ c:/tlt: clmivs, _l_e of which was ill tile third position and t,he other in the eighth. The c,,mtn:md (.:leats tile

tw.rt wotnlct, chair wouhl then direct tile ageut to tile fourth chair in the row, tl,e first wo_den chair relative

_o the pre:;e*!t chair, lu this ca-'se, the adjective woodc_, specifies the cla.ss of wooden obj,.cts, of wl,ich one must
I)e seleeled, :rod tim nora, chair specifies the eneompa.ssing class of chairs, both w_oden and e:me.

There are many different ways a com,uand may specify tile coutexLual factors required hy ,ext. Consider the

commaud Go to the ,e_'t chair to the left. llere to the left specifies llle orde,'iug relati_m, a ,'elatiou, call it L.

which could be defiucd informally .'m follows: for all a and b, aLb if and ouly if a is p,,_,t,)ned _o the left ot"

b and within the compass of an arc of 30 degrees radiatiug ho,'izoutally from b. (',m-,ider. however, the

command Go left to the ,sext chair, llere left does not make a contribution to the interpretation _ff next; it

serves rather _ an adverb directly qualifying the verb, acting ,-m an extra consl,l';litit Oil where to So. There

are many other examples like thi_. la t.he command Search fl_r the next file m .ll,h.l,, Iic ,.',lcr, the _,rd,.rin_

rel:' iv;, behi'nd t.he use of _sext is given explicitly by the I)hr;_.sc i_ .llJmbctie ordtr, hi 1he ¢:¢)lllltl:tlld .W(:(IFch

fr,._ A to Z for the next file, on the other hand, that same ordering relation define._ :t di,'_ction in which to

search, but leaves open tile question of what ordering lies behind the use of next.

Contextual information is also required to fix the interpretation of inlensive adjcctiw,s, ._uch a.s large, and

comparatives and superlatives, such as larger and largest. The adjective large, for insl:mee, may be though'.

of az a I)rocedur'_ that use_ an underlying ordering relation of size to dete,'miue if :m <_bj_,ct. the one said to be
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large, stands in tile appropriate size relation to some criterion object. This criterion object is also given by
the context. What counts as a large book in the Context of a shelf of dictionaries is not the same as in the

context of a shelf of poetry volumes. Perhaps the most striking example 0[ tile role of tile criterion object is

given by the phrases large elephant and large ant. While the ordering relations for large elephant and large

a_lt will bout use some measure such as mass or girth° the criterion objects will be quite different.

Our emphasis o,i the role of context leadsinevitably to another emphasis, namely the esseutial role that

i,iteraction must play in the interpretation of natural-language commands -- interaction between the robot
and tile user a,ld between the robot and tile perceptual situat.iou. The next section examines verbal

idstruction in more detail, at tile same time ide,ltifying its place within a spectrum of interactions between

robots and Immans.

3. A place for verbal instruction
Two types of verbal interaction with robots may be identified, one in which learnh|g occurs as a r,.s, lt of tile
iuteraction and the other without learning. When there is no learuing, the robot responds to each verbal

command or _uquiry as it is given, never using its experience to exteud its basic repertoire of actio,s, in our
work we refer to such a robot as a conunandable robot. The mobile ba.sc of the Hobotic Aid (see the

cotupaniou paper ill this volumn, [5]) is ¢onunandable ill that it, obeys _ range of inotion commauds expressed

in Euglish, coln!natlds such a_ L4qteneuer you are wit/sin three #el of tile r¢lttUJ, .Slol_. A comtuaudal_h_ robot

may be given detailed step-by-step instructions to open the door Of a microwave ow.'tt, insert ;_.plat,c of food,

close t.he door, set, tile tinter, and switch the overs c.,.. Yet tile uext thuc the user wants the robot tO prepare a

meal, tile same or a shnilar set of detailed instructions has to be issued. There are obvious advantages if tile

user could give that behavior a name, such as Prepare tile 71_c_ll, attd use that, tmnte later to invoke the

behavior. Ill this way, the robot would have learned from it,s yet'hal iittet'act,iotl with the user.

This prescription -- issuing a sequence of eonlmands, baptiziug the sequetlce, aud iJtw)kiug it later by same --

describes just one of many possible forms of instruction. There is also sou-verbal instruction, ,_'_ presently

provided by the head-tracking mechanism of the Robotic Aid, for ittsl,at|ce, which allows the usor Lo describe a

trajecLot'y for the robot to follow. Verbal correctives, snch as Slot, dott,r_t., given while the robot is its motion

are also important in communication. And non-verbal means of correction also have their place. Nonverbal

fuel,hods are extensively used in tile training of attimals, by direct, procedures of reward aud punishment, and

they have also been used in simple experiments wills very dementary robots learuing mazes. More

sophisticated examples arise when the robot or system it, question has a crit,erion for evaluating correctness of

its rcspollses, a.s for example in speech recognit,ion systems where paratneLers ItlUSt I)e _ adjusted to iudividual

speakers. The operator does not know how to do this; the robot or systetn Icarlts t,o adjust p:u';ttncters by the

correctness of its responses. It learns about the r'orl'ectttess of its i't_SpOllSesby eotnpari:lg its guess with the

giveu correct, attswer. It does not learn how to make corrections by being given verbal instructi,m on the

i_:trameter adjustments that, are needed. Clearly, verbal instruction is but, one of several ways of producing

corrective aud adaptive behavior in robots.

Some importaut .gttter:ll points about verbal commands must be discussed before we examilte instructability in

:,tty detail. Take the command Pick up the cup and put it oil the _auccr. This couttuaud expresses the result

we would like to see. It says nothing about the process of achieviug that rt.sult. Typically, ordinary

language, like ordinary conscious thinking, is oriented toward results not processes. '['he detailed movements

that are part of some action -- either one we intend to take ourselves or one we want the robot to take -- are

uot ea.sily acce_ible to our conscious thinking and in fact for sotne actious quite b_:y¢md the d_:scriptive

powers of ordinary language. Two examples: we cannot verbally describe a specific tr;tject,ory to be followed

in crossing a room nor can we describe the exact, motion of the roll of a die from the instant of its being

thrown until it comes to rest. Many actions we would want the robot to perform are for us a matter of

automatic, that is, unreflective response -- flicking a switch, I>icking up a cup, usiltg a screwdriver -- and are

ill fact, actions that are seldom acquired by us through explicit, verbal inst,ruction. Other activities we would

require of a robot are more amenable to verbal description -- manipulating a toggle switch, navigating with

reference to objects in the environment, for example. Many tasks are ideally suited to explicit, verbal
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instruction. Tile elementary mathematics emulator mentioned earlier is especially designed for primarily

verbal instruction, but other kin& of robots dealing witll physical equipment also engage in tasks suited to

explicit verbal instruction. A good example is tile activity of assembling and disassembling a piece of

equipment. Not every motion involved in tile assembly or disassembly is described but what is described

explicitly in words is tile sequence in which disassembly and assembly should take place. Also well .suited to

verbal instruction is the transfer of information about objects, llere the user helps the robot learn to

recognize objects by directing its sensors to specific part.s of the object, naming those parts, and letting the

robot use autonomous procedures to determine their shape and location. The user cams al_o provide

information that is not accessible to the robot's sensors, such as what the object is used for.

There is a further complexity to actions and their verbal descriptions that we must face. in requestiug acti,m,

from a robot or a human, in terms of a result description such as Bring me Ihe book on the table, we seldom

have in mind a detailed algorithm for executing tile command. The particular path taken by the ageut

satisfying the command is [tot part of the meaning of the expressed intention. On th,' other hau,I, if I,he ag-ut
knocks over a chair in fetching tile book, in ordinary circmnstanecs we regard tile movement of the agent as

satisfying only partially or rather poorly the request made. Similarly, if when asked to pick up a cup the

agent, spills it._ contents, we do not consider the request to have been fully satisfied. I';xpre_ed inteuti_,l_

carry with them a bundle of ceteris i)aribus conditious that, impose a variety of co,_tr;fi,ts on tll_. Sl,_.(ilic

procedures actually executed. These cetel'iS paril)us conditions are not given concretdy or hi advam',: I,iii.

depend ou tile particular context iu which -'m action is carried out.

Tile semaqtics of a command such .as Pick up the cup tht,s apparently h,-m conflicting (lemanhds to m_.et, la

the first place, this intention, expressed ill terms of a result, must for its satisfaction be interpreted to produce

a specific action-process. That is, a specific procedure must be executed. (We do not of course ucces._arily

mean a simple sequeqtial procedure; a highly parallel complex collection of processes may be involved. The

point is that out of the many distinct actions that could take place to pick up the cup, one specific of_e is

taken in a given situation.) We cannot specify ill advance a particular set of motions for the specific acti,m-

process. Such specifications are not part of the meaning of the commaild and tl,ey would too ,,a,'rowly

delimit the contexts ill which tile colamaud could be given. At tile same time, however, there are tl,,_ ,n;_,_y

cetcris par|bus conditions we expect to be met in tile satisfactio,, of the commat,d

As with the interpretation of individual words, the key lies in the context. We want specific act|era to h,:

produced m response to a command but we ca,mot explicitly build the details of that respo,se into the

se,nautics. These details are to be taken from the actual situation in which the co,umal,d is given, hl this

way they wiil not. have been inappropriately specified i,I advance and they will iachtde tho.se c_.teris l):xril)us

conditions accessible from tile context. Take the example of I'ick up the cap. The imiticular ,|,otious of I.! c

joints and the grxpper that will pick up a given cup ill a gtveu situation cannot be specified in advance. \Vh

can be specified are generic procedures for moving the arm which are selected and cou,bined as required I

the fact that. a cup not a book is to be picked up, by the I),'esent positiou ()f the cup. by ils dime,sicms. :_* .I

by the nature of it.s handle [;" present -- in other woi'ds, I,y the context. That is Ihe ('halhmge w, f:D

devising generic procedures which can be combined to accomplish a wide ,';_,|ge of ttav,g:d.io,i ah

manipulation tasks as demanded by the specific context ill wlfich a cotnmand is issued. .h,_t :m iml)_Jrtallt as

the procedures themselves is the control environment in which the procedures _.xccute. fiJr it is this _

environment which determines the temporal and logical connections allowed between procedures. Arid thor,' is

tile parallel challenge of devising the rules of semantic interl_reCatiou that (ronliect the _urfaee strHctltr- ,_1"a

command, that is, the English words in their given order, with the executing procedures.

Our design of tile commandable base of the Robotic Aid and of tim natural-language i,|te,'preter for it bore

these considerations in mind; A range of motion commands call now be successfully interpreted and obeyed in

the context of a room containing fixed items of furniture. An iml)ortant next step in this work will be to

interpret commands that better exploit the perceptual functioning of the |ot)ot (which is still under

development) for it is through perceptual functioning that many details of the context are made known to the

robot, especially in a q_anging environment.
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There is one temptipg approach to the problem of achieving specific action in response to requests that entail

few specifics in their expression as natural-language commands. The approach is a familiar one in

programming practice, namely specifying defaults that operate in the absence of explicit information and that

are overridden by the presence of explicit information. So, for instance, a plcking-up procedure would be

designed, one that am a default looked for and used the handle of tile object and that moved the ohjcct at a

default speed, one that for most liquids and must cups wouhl prevent spilling. While we accept that _tne

default specifics will inevitably be built into the procedures of an instructable robot (our motion proccdur_'_s

for the mobile u_eof the Robotic Aid individually move the rohot at a default speed), we have two reasons

for rejecting this as a general solution to the problem of achieving specific and appropriate behavior in

response to natural-language commands.

First, such an approach will make robot instruction too much like programming: everytlling of iml_wtance

must be anticipated. Secondly, the problem of overriding defaults its real-tinse is non-trivial. The "solutio||"

offered through defaults does not reduce the tech,fical difficulty of achieviug approprmle Iwlmvior its a robot_

What we propose rather, and therefore acknowledge as an important part of the research effort in

instructable robots, is that the robot's initial understanding of explicit verbal commands must he adjusted

over time through learning. Here we have in mind forms of learning studied extcn_iv_'ly in I,SYchoh)gy.

learning that advances by making successive discriminations and by generalizillg fro,, i,a_t _.xp,.riq..cl_. Iq

learning to make discriminations or generalizations along any dimension that has a contiil,tttlu of vah,cs it i_

essential that smoothing distributions of some sort be added to the expericnce gailwd from Sl,'cific learning

trtals. I)etailcd mathematical analyses of such smoothing procedures and their apl_lic:_tiot* to lea,',htg data

are to be found its Suppes [O]. Other forms of machine learning have been cxphn'cd fit artifh'al int,.lligence
research aud they too are relevant. We mention just a few key studies here, all to I,c f, mnd in Mich:d,_ki.

Carbonel[, and Mitchell [7]: learning by experimentation (Mitchell. Utgoff and Ihmcrji), IcaNfing frc_m

examples -- a comparative review (Dietterich and Michalski), and learning from heuri.q.ic-gui,h'd ol,_crvati,m

(Lenat).

To return now to instruction, we can see how the same set of concerns outlined for the sere:ratios of a

commaud such as Pick up the cup surround verbal instruction. Ordinary la,lguagc, as we poiJ_t.cd out earlier,

is oriented towards results not processes. Giving explicit verbal instruction that details a step-by-step proct._s

will not be easy for many actions. For some, it will in fact be inappropriate and should be forgone i, favor of

other forms of learning. But even for those tasks for which verbal instruction seems suitable, ou," i:_struction,

to be concrete and testable, will often be aimed at the execution of a specific acti,m wher,_:m wh:,t we re;ally

want in the end is for the robot to take whatever specific action is appropriate in the e-,,ttext. To take a

simple example, we may iastruct the robot to pick t,p a cup by fin,lillg aud gl'aSl)itJg the handle and then

raising the cup without ;!isturbing its vertical orientation. Ih, t when thcreis n,_ h:_,,Ih' w,_ wa.t it to grasp

acro_ the rim and if the cup is empty we want the robot to tilt the cup as necessary to get it through a

constricted space. The final section of this paper therefore addresses the following prohlcm. I,s giving explicit

concrete instruction how are we to ensure that the robot will later exploit the context in which is it op,.ratiwsg

to successfully perform the action?

4. The challenge of instructability
To examine the problem posed at the end of the last section, we take for discussion a simple example.

Suppose we want to teach a mobile base equipped with sensors to circumvent an obstach: it has encountered.

Specifically, we want the robot to "bounce m its way around the obstacle by retreating front it, moving to one

side, and then advancing in the original direction of travel. We represent two such ca.scs in the figure below,

indicating the mobile b_e by a triangle with the front of the robot shaded in. This recoil action is to be

repeated each time the sensors detect the obstacle, until the robot h_ moved bcyoml it. Suppose we, ._s the

operator, start by teaching the robot the following basic recoil behavior. We a.ssume that when the robot

encounters the obstacle, it is facing in the direction of its travel and that when the robot moves left in

response to a command to go left, it retains its forward-looking orientation. We i_sue the following set of

commands:

Stop movin9
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Go back twel_ inches

Go I_yt twelt_ inche6

Carry on aa before

Fig,re 1

These conunaads are a,_sembledoff-lineand given tilelahcl ficcoilafterwhich the actio, described by them is

tested for appropriate real-timebehavior. That is.the colnma.d_ are i,teractivelyi.terpretedandobeyed in

a particular sit.u:ttiosl. Only through interaction will the i.lte,tded ,.ea.i.g of Imck a,ld left be established.
That i.teractio, inust establish whether back is relative to tile direction of travel (a possible i.tcrpretation

ollly if tile robot po_essed path-following behavior, not now present, i. the Robotic Aid} or whether it is
*'elat,ive to the direction the robot is facing. If the robot wer: mov.lg hackwards _s it approached a.d hit the

obstacle (contrary to our stated a_ulnl)tiOll that tile i'obcL is I';ICillg ill l,he direction of its I,l':tVC]), this second

luterpretatioll should not be considered. But to elimi.ate it wouhl require a higllly sophisticated

understanding of the intention of the instruction -- tlmt it was to avoid the object not push it, for instance.

In the absence of such understanding by tile robot, a short dialogue with file user must establisll one of the

gwo interpretatiolm. Interaction is also required for left: is it left relative to tile operator or tile robot? Agai.,

a b,'ief dialogue with the user establishes the desired interpretatiou.

I:or the two cases depicted in the figure above, the recoil ro.til_e woahl I.'od.ee satisfactory rcs.lts with oue
call to recoil for the obstacle on the left., two fur tile obstacle on the right. If i. Sl,ch early test sit.atio.s the

recoil sequence proves satisfactory, the operator can embed the recoil comma.d i, tile .lore general command

ll7_c.evcr tile bumpers are hit. recoil. At this point, tile operator wo.ld have nladc certain a._sumptions

about the physical environlvcnt in which the robot will be obeyi.g t,hese COnl|.a.ds -- for instatlce, that t,lte

obstacle is not shaped as in the figure below, in such a ca.se, the robot wouhl hit tile object, again during its

leftwards motion and when another call to the recoil routille were iss.cd, the robot would be .nal)le to go

back except by scraping along the edge of the object, I)rompti.g repeated calls to recoil that, ,as they were

successively executed, would steer the robot, far to its left, sig.ifica.l.ly off course.

i

I
o

i
i
i

e
i
i

o

Figure 2

The operator has also assumed that the robot is not acting u.der the co.straints of other general commands.

SUpl)ose, for instance, the following command had been issued earlier: IVhellever you are within o.e foot of

the chair go ri_2ht o.e foot. And suppose the chair is immediately to the left of the obstacle in sUCll a way

that as the robot took it,s leftwards step during the recoil action it CaUle within on ,%ot of the chair. Tile

robot, would never complete the leftwards motion and so never ri.ish the recoil action and resume its original

motion. Under such circumstances the operator should be able to interl'()gate the robot about its behavior. In
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answer to the operator's enquiry, the rcbot should indicate (verbally or graphically) that it is reacting to the
earlier ¢ommsnd. Note that such interaction between robot and operator requires a degree of "self-

understanding* by the robot.

At this point we can see that the successful execution of the learned recoil routine depends on two fnctor.q.

First, ther_ must be a congruence between the robot's a,d the operator's perception of the physical

environment. Although the perceptual situation does not have to be perfectly comprehended by either the

operator or the robot .-- it is not necessary to know exactly how many obstacles are present and where they

are nor their precise dimensions -, the operator's judgement about the absence of irregular shapes ,Iot_ h,_ve

to be coqsistent with the robot's perception of the objects through iL_ sensors. Secondly, the operat, w n,u._t

have an accurate understanding of the robot's functioning. The operator must know, for instance, that the

robot "remembers" what it is doing when told to stop moving and recalls that action when told to res, me.

It is easy to produce other examples where both these factors arc cril.ie:d to instrucl.hm, l*'or example, Sal,l_O_e

the user issues the following sequence of commands for changing the arrangemeut of furniture in a room,

giving the sequence the name Rearrange the furniture

Move towards the table while avoiding the chair

Go to the other side of the table

Go west two feet and north _i_ inche_ then face the table and move it east two feet

Now 9o to the back of the chair, without hitting the chair

Face the chair and move it .forward until it is within o,e /aot of the dc_k

Iq

W
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y X
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Figure 3

The purpose of these commands is to move the table, as shown by the arrow, towards the center of the room

and to shift the chair up to the desk. But if the robot's position were sligh'_iy more west than depicted, and if

the robot were the Robotic Aid, it would approach the table via the west side of the chair, not the ea_t as the

commands presuppose. Consequently, the robot's position before obeying Go to the other side o/the table

would be somewhere around It, not z an required for the successful execution of the rest of the sequence of

commands. The problem may seem to lie in the non-determinism of the robot's behavior. If when we said

Go to the table we knew exactly where the robot wouhi stop, wc would have no trouble ch,_sing the right

commands. Or so the argument would go. But, an we have discussed, natural-language instruction demands

flexibility in tlie interpretation of commands, as shown by our normal and customary use of English. W_

freely use any of the following commands and each time impose no restrictions, other than those explicily

given, on how they should be obeyed: Go to the table; Go to the table, avoiding the chair; Go to the table by

_kirtin 9 around the back of the chair; Go to the table, performin 9 pirouettes alan 9 the wag. The

•interpretation of a natural-language command should ideally introduce no restrictions that are not explicitly

given.
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These two examples, as simple as they are, suggest that an. operator will seldom put together the right, set of

commands the first time around. The operator can try to anticipate the execution environment by including

appropriate conditional comman& in the instruction, commands such as Recoil whenever your bumpers are

hit or Go foru_rd until you see the line, commands that exploit the robot's sensory capabilities. That will

not be enough, however. What is needed is for the robot to accept real-time adjustments to its behavior as it

obeys commands. If, for instance, the robot encounters an irregularly shaped obstacle during the execution of
the recoil routine, one that prevents it from completing the recoil action, the operator should be able to

adjust the robot's motion by giving a corrective command such as Move right a little/. Furthermore, in the

end, we will want more than real-time response to corrections. We will want the robot to incorporate

adjustments into its learned routines. Such a capability is beyond our present endeavors but we acknowledge

its importance and inevitability in our program. It would be intolerable if the operator were to be responsible

for the repeated correction of an action. For instance, if initial instruction to the robot caused it to push too
hard on a button so that on its first test run the umer intervened by saying Pull buck/, the user would not

want to monitor each pressing of a button to give the same corrective comm and.

The discuxsion in Section 2 of this paper anticipated several of the remarks in this section about the real-time

testing of verbal command sequences, lq Section 2 we saw how many ordinary English words can be precisely

interpreted only in the actual situation in which they are used and only in interaction with the person using

the word. In light of that semantic fact and of the remarks above, it is clear that the off-line a._sembly of

command sequences is less useful than the more complex form of instruction we call real-time trial-run

instruction. In this form of instruction the robot immediately obeys each command as it is given, interpreting

the command in context and in interaction with the operator who, in monitoring the robot's performance, is

adjusting it as nece._ary by interjecting other commands to achieve the desired result. During this time, the

robot assembles the interpreted commands, together with the real-time adjustments made by the operator, to

produce a new routine that it adds to its repertoire of actions.

One important point about these newly learned routines should be mentioned. To allow the robot to fully

exploit information in its environment, routines acquired by the robot through instruction should be more

than simple "in-line macros;" they should be parameterized subroutines. Such routines will rely on learhiug

through discrimination and generalization to set the right parameter values. For each parameter, a

smoothing distribution of a given form with a given variance will be assumed, that is, built in to the robot.
For mathematical simplicity, parameter changes may be restricted to adaptation of the meau of the

distribution (for examplcs, see Suppes [6]). In many cases, however, we expect that it will be esse_ltial during

learning to modify the variance as well as the mean of the distributio'n to enable the robot to adapt fully to

the environment.

We introduce one umre example at tiffs point to emphasize the role of interaction in instructable robots.

Interaction between the robot and its environment was _easential to the robot emulator that was taught

elementary mathematics, llere is a brief description of one interactive encouqter to illustrate the kiml of

solution off,.red by interaction. Consider the following commands which appear in sequence as pa,'t of the

instruction on how to add multi-digit figures.

Look at the next spot down until you see a number or a bar

If it is a number then add it to the total so far and remember the sum

Continue looking down, looking for a number or a bar, adding and remembering until you see a

bar

The third command makes reference to the preceding two steps, forming a loop. It is not clear whether this

loop, when compiled as a program, slmuld be top-tested or bottom-tested or tested in the middle. That is, it

is not, clear where the test for the presence of a bar should be placed, l,i fact, for well-formed arithmetic

problems, a bar can never appear during execution of the top or bottom of the loop; it can appear only during

the execution of the middle of the loop. The operator lets the robot emulator discover this fact by running

the program on test data, that isl on a particular addition exercise. Tentatively, the emulator places the exit

condition after each step of the loop. The loop is then run in trial mode, showing the operator what takes

place. If an exit condition, when encountered, is not satisfied, control is simply passed to the next step of the

loop. If, bowever, the exit condition is satisfied, the operator is asked if this is the right time and place to
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stop repeating the sequence of steps gathered into the loop. if the operator answers Yes, the exit condition is

installed at that location sad all remainin6 trial locations are eliminated. If the operator answers No (it is

not the time and place to stop repeating), the exit condition is removed from that location since it cannot be

consistently satisfied and chmen as the right exit point on a later pass. If all possible exit places are rejected

in this way (unlikely since in most loops the exit condition will not be satisfied at all places), a fatal error is

signalled. A successful interactive session will locate the exit condition in the right place. The robot's ability
to be instructed thus lies in its capacity to resolve ambiguities (such as 'exactly when to stop repeating a set of

steps) through attempting to follow a given instruction and interacting with the operator and with test data

in its execution environment.

To sum'.._ar:ze briefly, we have identified several forms of interaction that contribute to the operation of

verbally instructable robots. First the robot must interact with its perceptual environment in interpreting

individual words, individual commands, and sequences of colamands to resolve the inevitable ambiguities that

¢llaracterize ordinary language. Secondly, the robot must interact with the operator to resolve those

ambiguities when its perceptual abilites are lilr.ited or when the operator's intent nmst be determined.

Thirdly, tile robot must interact with its perceptual environment to meet those Ceteris paribus conditions that

accompany natural-language commands. Fourthly, there must be interaction between the robot at,d the

operator to ensure that they share a common understanding of the perceptual environment and of the robot's

behavior. Lastly, the robot must accept and acknowledge real-time adjustments to its behavior.

We end this paper with one further major challenge in the design of instructable robots. The problem lies its

naming new routines. The suggestion made above, without comment, was to name a routine such as the one

for moving furniture Rearrange the furniture. That raises the problem, however, of how to integrate this

new use of language into the robot's lexicon and grammar. Tile robot can easily be made to respond to tile

phrase Rearrange the furniture as an unanalysed semantic whole. But if tile robot is to respond naturally

tile following commands where rearrange the furniture appears embedded ill a compound command and the

verb rearrange occurs in the past tense and in the declarative mood, the robot's lexicon will have to have

appropriate entries for rearrange and furniture.

Rearrange tile furniture without bumping the cat

Switch off the lights after you haw rearranged the furniture

Tile extent of the problem can be seen when we ask what is an appropriate entry for rearrange? First, the

category of the verb has to be correctly assigned so that the verb's occurrence in a ratlge of sentences call be

recognized. In addition, various grammatical features have to be identified and correctly assigned. Consider
the verbs turn and face, for instance, which at first glance seem to require parallel syntactic treatment that

could be achieved simply by a_igning the words to the same category:

Turn towards tile wall Turn away from tile wall

Face towards the wall Face away from the wall

But, of course, turn may be used in ways for which there is no natural parallel for face, and similarly for

face, as suggested by the examples Turn to tile wall and Turn clockwise until you are facing the wall.

The most clsalleuging problem lies with the semantic entry for a new verb. This problem affects the very

choice of instruction tasks, particularly what tasks should be taught first. For instance, we could choose for

initlial instruction those activities that correspond to single verbs and label the learned routines by those

verbs. The problem of embedding'this new word in the robot's lexicon and grammar does not become any

easier however. Tense and mood remain semantically significant. Furthermore, one verb may be used to

express many different intent, lotto, which will give rise to many different interpretations. Consider the

following three commands.

Move towards the table

Move three feet forward

Continue going towards the door until you have mooed forward 8is feet

Each of these commands expresses a distinct intention and consequently, despite the fact that the verb move

occurs in each command, distinct procedural interpretations are produced by the mobile base of the Robotic
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Aid. The first command uses the ReglonSeek|ng procedure, the second the Piloting procedure, and the

third the test procedure DlstaneeCoveredl'. The partiMly specified interpretations of these commands are

as follows. Full details of the interpretation procem can be found in [5].

Move towards the table

(Sequence (RegionSeeking <the region around the table> Towards))

Move three feel forward

(Do (Piloting Shift Forward). (DistanceCovered <three feet> Forward))

Continue going towards the door until you have moved forward eiz feet

(Do <going towards the door> (DistanceCovered? <six feet> Forward))

No one semantic entry for move suffices for these three uses of move. If this were tile new word being taught

the robot, tha; semantic complexity would also have to be acquired.

While we have not yet attempted any verb acquisition in our work on instructable robots, we once again

recognize the role that interaction will play in it and report here on related work by llaas and Hendrix (also

to be found in [7]). The goal of their work was to create a computer system that could hold a conversation
with a user in English about a subject of interest to the user and subsequently retrieve and display the

information conveyed in the conversation, Whenever a new word was presented to the system, a special

procedure was called that temporarily a._umed control of the dialogue and prompted the user for relevant
information. The system would try to find out if a verb was transitive or if it took an indirect object, for

instance, by introducing sample sentences and asking the user to complete them if they displayed acceptable

uses of the verb. The system would also ask directly for _he -ed and -en forms of the verb, showing the user

the example of went and gone for go. Interaction with the user was thus exploited to obtain important

syntactic and semantic information about a new word.

5. Conclusion
Through our initial efforts with two robot sy3tems -- one in simulation, the other implemented iu hardware --
we have identified several way-q in which interaction (between the robot and its perceptual environment and

between the robot and the operator) is essential to instructable robots. Such robots need interaction to

interpret ordinary English commands in context, to determine the intentions of the operator when a command

or sequence of commands is ambiguous, and to ensure that the robot and the operator share a common view
of the environment and of the robot's functioning. At the same time, our work has shown that explicit verbal

instruction must be accompanied by other forms of communication and learning if the robot is to function

successfully in its environment.
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